Priscilla described the work we have done up to date and Thomasina gave a **Treasurer’s report** regarding the money we have raised so far.

**Social Media:** Ashley suggested searching for a web developer and graphic designer as an intern. Ashley will reach out to the Career Development offices of various colleges, She will run the internship idea by Denise to see if there is anything to prevent a Town of Litchfield Municipal Internship. Courtney described the social media work to date: collecting stock photos of artist’s tools and spotlight on artists. Send her images.

Thomasina moved, and Priscilla seconded the nomination of Ashley for VP. Ashley was elected as vice president unanimously.

**Grant Committee:** Priscilla and Thomasina
Thomasina described the public mural project, by Danielle Mailer, we are interested in. We will write a grant to Scherr-Thoss foundation for the $$ for that. Language to persuade the Historical Commission. CT Humanities grant for $5000 is a possible funder.
**New Business:** Michele asked for help writing press releases for the Bantam Arts Factory Open House.

Thomasina volunteer to do a Poetry program with the LHS kids.

Ashely offered to connect us to the CT Ballet. 2023, for an outdoor performance next summer on the Green. They do outreach with communities, teach class to children during the day, and perform at night. Ashley will talk to Brett Raphael, Artistic Director.

Meeting was adjourned @ 7:21, Priscilla made the motion, Ashley seconded.

Minutes Submitted by Michele Murelli, Secretary.